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INTRODUCTION
• TheDisabilities of theArm, Shoulder and Hand(DASH)OutcomeMeasure is

acommonly utilized questionnaire for people with upper limb disorders.
• Although intuition suggeststhat diseaseof the moreutilized “dominant”

handwould be associatedwith higher patient perceptions of disability, our
clinicalexperiencesuggestsotherwise.

 We hypothesize that whether the diseased hand is the dominant hand
does not affectdisability scores.

RESULTS

With Institutional ReviewBoardapproval, patient charts from our in-
stitution were retrospectively reviewed from 2011-2014who initially
presented with unilateral:

• carpal tunnel syndrome (CTS),
• DeQuer- vain’s tenosynovitis (DEQ),
• Lateral Epicondylitis (LE),
• Thumb basaljoin arthritis (TBJA),
• Trigger Finger (TF)

Chartswere reviewed for
• Hand dominance,
• Side of injury, and
• DASH Scores.

Linear regression wasperformed to estimate the effectof diagnosisand
handdominanceon DASHscores;an interaction term wasincluded to allow
diagnosesto havedifferential impacts on dominant and non-dominant
hands.

FIGURES
• DASHscoreswere available for 1027 patients (648 female, 379 male; mean age 60

years): 190 to 243 for eachof the five diagnoses.
• Average DASHscores were1.9to 5.6points lower in the non-dominant hand vs.

the dominant hand (these included TBJA,CTS,LE,and TF).
 DEQ,however,had a6point difference (non-dominant vs

dominant).

• Whengender was included in the analysis, it wasfound to affect these
differentials.

For females,DASHscoreswere about 10points lower in the non-
dominant hand for TBJA(40.9+/- 2.2vs31.2 +/- 1.8)

 and for TF(39.0+/- 2.7vs29.17 +/- 2.7).
Male DASHscoreswere about 4-15 points lower than female
dominant hand scoresin both these diagnosesand

 there wasno differentialbetween dominant and
nondominant within males.

• Subgroup analysis confirmed that for CTS,female DASHscoreswere 8.08+/- 3.10
points higher than malesbut there was no association with dominance.

• There wasno statistical association with gender and handedness for LEor DEQ.Table 1. The number of subjects per diagnosis (M and F) and their
average DASH Scores

CONCLUSION
Controlling for the effectof diagnosis, where there is adifference between hand
dominance, it appearsto be present in femalesover males. It is not clear
whetheracommon causeexplains the lower DASHscoresfor malesand for
non-dominant hands in females.

METHODS AND MATERIALS

Group N DASH

CMC Dom: 71 F, 25M
Nondom: 64 F, 31 M

Dom:36.2
Nondom: 30

CTS Dom: 71 F, 33 M
Nondom: 64 F, 34 M

Dom: 36.4
Nondom: 34.5

DEQ Dom: 77 F, 22 M
Nondom: 71 F, 25 M

Dom: 39.8
Nondom: 43.8

LE Dom: 68 F, 69 M
Nondom: 51 F, 46 M

Dom: 40.2
Nondom: 35.8

TF Dom: 54 F, 43 M
Nondom: 48 F, 51 M

Dom: 32.2
Nondom: 26.5
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Figure 1. A comparison between the means mean within groups minus the
overall mean by Gender in dominant (a) and non-dominant hands (b)
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